
Self-Endangerment
[And] Esav was a cunning hunter, a man of the field … And Esav said, Behold, I am at the point to die:  
and what profit shall this birthright do to me?1

The Ramban explains that Esav expected to predecease his father in the course of his hunting career, 
and the birthright would therefore be worthless to him, as its value is only realized upon the death of 
one's father.2 The Noda Be'Yehudah notes that even this superlative hunter, to whose proficiency the 
Torah itself testifies, still expected an untimely death from his daily exposure to danger from the animal 
hordes,3 and he therefore rules that primarily recreational hunting is prohibited by the Biblical 
injunction of “But you shall greatly beware for your souls”.4

Risking One's Life To Earn A Living

The Noda Be'Yehudah concedes, however, that a pauper5 is permitted to earn his living by hunting, just 
as commercial sea travel is permitted, and he adduces as a source for this the Talmudic assertion that 
one's job may entail danger, even to the point of “giving [one]self over to death”.6 Various other poskim 
have invoked the same argument to permit other forms of hazardous employment, including: dangerous 
commercial travel,7 professional sports,8 and the provision of medical treatment to patients with 
contagious, dangerous diseases.9 [Furthermore, the Avnei Nezer extends the position of the Noda 
Be'Yehudah to permit one to attempt to fend off a burglar in order to save his property, even at the risk 
of his own life.10]

There is, however, a dissenting view that forbids a worker from knowingly accepting hazardous 
employment, and concomitantly, an employer from offering such employment, explaining that Chazal 
merely meant that an indigent worker may occasionally endanger himself through his own carelessness, 
but not that he may deliberately undertake a job that is foreseeably dangerous.11

“The Way Of the World”

A similar doctrine asserted by many poskim allows the assumption of at least some level of risk when 
engaging in normal, human activity.12 Here, too, however, some poskim distinguish between mere 
recreation, such as a sea cruise “to tour the world and see novel things”, which should be avoided, even 
if the chance of danger is “low and very remote”, and business travel, which is acceptable.13

1 Bereshis 25:27,32.
2 Commentary of Ramban     ibid.   25:34  .
3 Devarim 4:15.
4 Shut. Noda Be'Yehudah tinyana yoreh de'ah siman   10 s.v.   Ve'amnam  .
5 It is unclear whether he really means to limit the dispensation to a pauper who has no other available resources. In any 

event, the other poskim cited below who make this argument do not indicate any such distinction.
6 Bava Metzia 112a.
7 Shut. Tzemach Tzedek (Krochmal) siman   6  .
8 Shut. Igros Moshe choshen mishpat chelek   1   siman   104  .
9 Shut. Tzitz Eliezer chelek   9   siman   17   perek   5   os   9  .
10 Shut. Avnei Nezer orach chaim   end of   siman   428   os   11  .
11 Shut. Yad Eliyahu (Lublin) siman   28 p. 33a  .
12 Shut. Binyan Tzion siman   137   (but see Shut. Achiezer chelek   1   siman   23   os   2   and the extensive discussion cited in Otzar  

Ha'Poskim even ha'ezer siman 23 se'if katan 17 from os 16, p. 206); Shut. Igros Moshe     choshen mishpat chelek   2   siman   
76.

13 Shut. Shem Aryeh   end of   siman   27 p. 39b  ; Igros Ha'Ra'ayah krach 3 siman 852.
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Wars Of Choice

Many poskim have argued that war, even when discretionary (milchemes reshus) is permitted, in spite 
of the expectation of the casualties (on both sides) it will engender, “for so was the world 
established”.14

Another rationale for the permissibility of war, at least for a war we are commanded to wage 
(milchemes mitzvah), is that the commandment is obligatory upon the community, and not on 
individuals qua individuals, and since “the community does not die”, the normal rules of pikuach 
nefesh (the overriding concern for danger to life) do not apply.15

R. Yehoshua Menachem Ehrenberg invokes the legitimacy of discretionary war to argue against an 
obligation to exchange land for peace in Eretz Yisrael (even assuming, arguendo, that such an exchange 
will forestall war), for since the injunction of “But you shall greatly beware for your souls” is 
inapplicable to military contexts, “the sages of the Torah ought not to stand in the gate and to cry with 
the power of the Torah that we are obligated to return some of the [occupied] territories out of concern 
for the danger of war, for in truth, according to the Torah we are not concerned with the danger of 
war”.16

The Tzitz Eliezer invokes the basic legitimacy of discretionary war to argue that although many poskim 
rule that in general, it is wrong to risk one's life to save the life of another, the rules of war are different, 
and a soldier is indeed supposed to risk his life to save that of a comrade who lies wounded on the 
battlefield exposed to the enemy, who will certainly die if he is not promptly evacuated.17

Surrogate Soldiers

A fascinating extension of the above principles is made by the Maharam Ash, who  defends the 
venerable Hungarian and Polish custom of military draftees hiring surrogates to serve in their stead. He 
argues that since war itself, even when discretionary, is a permitted activity, hiring a surrogate is 
absolutely permitted, and even a mitzvah, as for various reasons, this is our best possible response to 
the exigency of the draft.18

Oddly enough, he fails to mention that his great teacher, the Chasam Sofer, had already endorsed the 
hiring of surrogates (a custom he, too, declares to have been ubiquitous in his locale), although his 
treatment of the issue deals solely with the spiritual and religious, as opposed to temporal, danger of 
military service, and his analysis assumes that the surrogates are indeed behaving egregiously by 
volunteering for military service (in committing themselves to chilul shabbas and the consumption of 
forbidden foods), but that it is nevertheless permitted to hire them, as even if one does not, someone 
else will.19

14 See Shut. Chasam Sofer choshen mishpat siman   44 s.v.   Ve'henei ha de'Shmuel  ; Meromei Sadeh Eruvin   45a s.v.   Be'Rashi   
ve'ha lo ba'u; Ha'amek Davar Bereshis   9:5 (and   Harchev Davar   there)   and Devarim   20:8  ; Mishpat Cohen   end of   siman     
143, pp. 315-16; and see the Imrei Esh and Devar Yehoshua cited below. Much has been written on this topic by 
contemporary Israeli Torah scholars; see, e.g., R. Shlomo Yisraeli,   Amud Ha'Yemini  ,   siman   14:   Milchemes Reshus   
U'Gedareha; R. Yuval Cherlow,   Hitnachalut – Sikun O Lo  ; Elazar Goldstein,   Chayei Adam  ; Avraham Weinroth, 
Pikuach Nefesh Be'Milchamah.

15 Igros Ha'Ra'ayah ibid. siman 944 pp. 258-59; another unpublished letter by the same author, and see the responsa of the 
Tzitz Eliezer cited below.

16 Shut. Devar Yehoshua chelek 2 siman 48.
17 Shut. Tzitz Eliezer chelek   12   siman   57   and chelek   13   siman   100  .
18 Shut. Imrei Esh siman   52  .
19 Shut. Chasam Sofer chelek   6 end of   siman   29 s.v.   Ve'al devar am benei Yisrael  .
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